MY ULTIMATE VISION
I’m only a few years away from leaving the physical realm and as I look back at everything I’ve done, I’m
simply amazed at what I see! It’s hard to believe that I was a punk kid with no direction, living in poverty
with a single mom on welfare who suffered with severe depression and anxiety, alcoholic parents,
abusive father, many people telling my mom to just give me up due to my rebellious ways of breaking
most rules, destroying people’s property, shoplifting every day, chronic pot smoker, alcoholic, in a gang,
full of rage, resentment, pride, etc. Reserved where I shouldn’t be, outspoken where I shouldn’t be.
I stayed small most of my childhood except when I was lashing out negatively at anyone who dared give
me a hard time.
I was getting jumped by groups of people nearly every day, and 99% of these I never even knew! I was
always in the wrong place at the wrong time.
It was me against the world! My idols were 2 Pac, Snoop Dogg, Eminem, Dr. Dre, The Westside
Connections, and Bone Thugs & Harmony, to name a few. I had most of their lyrics memorized and so,
they became a huge part of my conditioning.
I nearly died of drug and gang related incidence on many occasions and wondered why I would be kept
alive.
Fast forward to 2005 and everything started to shift. I had a simple thought that shaped my entire
destiny! That simple thought led to a journey for answers, which led me to Jesus Christ, which has
answered every question I’ve ever had, over time, either through the written word or direct inspiration.
If I was to exclude Him from my story, I would have to erase any good and miraculous thing I’ve ever
been honored and privileged to do from 2005 and beyond. My life would have had no substance and
absolutely no impact. He’s the source of who I am today! Every good, every impact, every kind act I’ve
ever performed has been through His love and His light.

In 2006, the following year, I was introduced to Network Marketing/Multi-Level Marketing/MLM and my
personal growth was kicked into hyper drive! I began to read and apply as many books as I could on
personal development – topics such as motivation, leadership, human behavior, interpersonal
communication, marketing, personalities, sales, human psychology, etc
I also invested many hours, days, weeks, months, and even years, studying many of the top performers
in Network Marketing and life in general. I studied their posture, their words, their habits, their actions,
their mindsets, their body language, and even their systems, products, and methods of operation!
I struggled immensely to get my business off the ground and wondered when it would happen. I thought
of quitting many times but something deep down inside of me just wouldn’t let me go.

Something inside me just kept saying, “Stay the course! You have a work to do! Everything you’re going
through, everything you’re doing is necessary! The greater the defeat in this moment, the greater the
victory when you get there! Imagine how inspiring your story will be when you’ve faced all of these
challenges – many common and many uncommon to the average person! Once you’ve gone through it,
you will be a force not to be reckoned with! No one will be able to make excuses around you because
you will have been through most, if not all, of what they are facing. This will make you more effective in
moving them into action! Your destiny is not as much about you, as it is about THEM! Keep going! You’re
building a legacy!”
I honestly can’t put into words exactly what the deep feeling sounded like, but that’s as close as I can get
to putting it into words.
As I look back, I can see why every single detail; the good, the bad, the ugly. The successes, the mistakes,
and the despair, were all exactly what needed to be, to reveal the true me. The me that was, that is, and
ever will be. The me beyond the flesh! And it was only in this orchestrated plan for my life that I was
able to do what I did, meet who I met, design what I’ve designed to bring the greatest impact, live out
my destiny, and leave behind the greatest legacy I could not even have fully imagined in those moments.
ALL of it was perfectly orchestrated as planned before I came to earth and because I stayed the course,
learned all I could, and trusted in that inner voice that has guided my efforts, here I stand with
absolutely no regrets, knowing I have exerted all of my energy toward the cause for which I had been
sent.
Who I looked up to had changed significantly! Instead of 2 Pac, Snoop Dogg, Eminem, Dr. Dre, The
Westside Connections, and Bone Thugs & Harmony etc, I was now memorizing the writings of significant
figures such as Jesus, The Prophets and Apostles, Jim Rohn, Zig Ziglar, John Maxwell, Orrin Woodward,
Mike Dillard, Robert Kyosaki, Eric Worre, and many more!
Now to review what has materialized up to this point:
Everyday, I have striven with all my heart, might, mind, and strength to impact the individuals within my
ability to influence. I have shared my truth on a daily basis, created systems, daily methods, group
mastermind classes, and any opportunity I could conceive to help facilitate the process of change for
people to empower them to be well equipped to make those changes, reach those goals, and become
those people they’ve wanted be. I’ve built an Ultimate Freedom Solution that is bar none the most
impactful, systematic, supportive, exciting, empowering, and profitable freedom formula ever created
up to this point. I’ve attracted the most brilliant, heart-centered leaders I could ever have imagined and
as a result of the leadership, systems, countless years of content and the content that continues to flood
in from the leadership we have, my vision will continue far beyond my leaving this physical sphere.
My vision is that my mission will live on far beyond my physical existence!
What gives me Goosebumps every day is the fact that no matter at what angle an individual comes into
contact with our movement, they are all the better for it. There are no losses here, only gains!

With the extensive experience, knowledge, understanding, and wisdom I’ve gained as well as the same
from the leadership I’ve attracted, we’ve designed 2 major sides of the Mindshift Experience:
1. Personal Mindset Development That Is Bar None The Most Powerful Platform For Growth On A
Massive Scale.
2. A Business Building Platform That Makes The Process So Simple, Enjoyable, And Powerful That
The New Guy Feels Just About As Empowered As The Expert And extremely Well Supported!
What I love about what we’ve put together is the fact that whether someone invests in themselves
financially or not, they WILL experience a breakthrough, those who do invest in themselves go far above
and beyond what they could ever have imagined, with guided mastermind support and a structured
step-by-step format, and those who have used our business building systems, support, and strategies
have gone on to reach financial freedom without all of the negative experiences I had to experience, as I
built my business! Our tools, support, and methods have created such a positive experience for both the
business owner and the prospect, that both were better off as a result of the prospecting efforts alone!
Imagine introducing your business in a way that impacts the people who are experiencing it in such a
positive way that even if it’s “not for them”, they love you for introducing it to them and their lives are
better because of it! The prospecting experience is so amazing that if or when they are ready, it’s been
such an incredible experience that they would never even imagine going anywhere else!
As a result of building the first system I know of that has combined such a powerful personal
development system on the front end, as well as the most effective short term strategies and systems
for the new guy and long term superstar strategies and systems for the leaders on the back end, I’ve
lived a life beyond my imagination! Not only do I have the house, car, yacht, beach homes, and all of the
toys of my dreams, I’ve been able to use these material possessions to create experiences for our
leadership, active teams, and clients that they may never have experienced otherwise and that have
propelled many of our members to accomplish incredible things! I’ve also been able to bless
organizations, the less fortunate within every community where I’ve resided, as well as friends and
family who have needed the support without blinking an eye.
I fulfilled my dream early on of going out once a week and giving out 100 dollar bills to every homeless
person I see, driving around in rain storms while handing out umbrellas, and providing training for the
poor and working poor to help raise their awareness and learn the skills necessary to improve their
value in the market place and finally realize their worth! Many of these incredibly misunderstood
individuals are now rock stars in our community!
I’ve done a charity event each month, locally and beyond, for many years, have hosted major business
and personal development events all around the world, organized and initiated weekend retreats and
have impacted hundreds of thousands (possibly millions) of lives directly and indirectly!
I have people, everyday, who are deeply expressing their gratitude for me and our community due to
the incredible impact we’ve had in their lives, and regardless of everything I’ve talked about, this is the
most meaningful part of what I do. I have all of the time, money, and resources anyone could ever want

and need but I could give all of it up and die fulfilled with the awareness and feeling that the world is
and will continue to be a better place because I was here. All of this effort has been for that one aim – to
serve God and Jesus Christ His Son, by serving His children as diligently as I could.
Having seen the materialization of my destiny unfold before my very eyes, I can feel confident that I’ve
exerted everything I could while here on earth. And this is my vision realized!

